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Abstract
Emotional states, such as happiness or sadness, pose particular problems for information processing theories of mind. Hedonic components of states, unlike cognitive
components, lack representational content. Research within Arti cial Life, in particular the investigation of adaptive agent architectures, provides insights into the dynamic relationship between motivation, the ability of control sub-states to gain access
to limited processing resources, and prototype emotional states. Holland's learning
classi er system provides a concrete example of this relationship, demonstrating simple `emotion-like' states, much as a thermostat demonstrates simple `belief-like' and
`desire-like' states.
This leads to the conclusion that valency, a particular form of pleasure or displeasure, is a self-monitored process of credit-assignment. The importance of the
movement of a domain-independent representation of utility within adaptive architectures is stressed. Existing information processing theories of emotion can be enriched by a `circulation of value' design hypothesis. Implications for the development
of emotional animats are considered.

1 Introduction
Motivation and emotion are often conspicuously absent from information processing theories of mind. For example, Allen Newell's description of the SOAR architecture (Newell 90,
Laird et al. 87), the most advanced candidate for a uni ed theory of cognition, lists motivation and emotion as missing elements that need to be included in a more comprehensive
theory.
Research into complete agent designs, such as `animat' research within the eld of Arti cial
Life, forces designers to attempt to integrate motivation, learning, sensing and acting within
a single agent design to produce adaptive behaviour. If properly conceptualised, this work

yields insights into the dynamic relationship between motivation, the ability of control substates to gain access to limited processing resources, and prototype emotional states. In
particular, Holland's learning classi er system, a type of complex adaptive system (cas),
often used in ALife research, provides a concrete, if simpli ed, example of this relationship.
A theoretical conclusion follows: the feeling component of some emotional states arises
from the self-monitoring of a process of credit-assignment occurring within motivational
subsystems. This conclusion enriches previous information processing theories of emotion
and has implications for ALife research.
First, reasons are given why emotion may be thought `dicult' for information processing
theories.

2 Thinking refers but feelings just are
Cognitive representations can denote or refer to states-of-a airs that exist in an agent's
domain. This is the physical symbol system hypothesis { the hypothesis that physical
systems can implement symbols that contain information that denotes (Simon, 95). For
example, an animat within a simulated domain may possess information about other agents
in the environment, including their type, location, or speed. Such information sub-states
of the animat are causally linked to their referents: the representation of the speed of agent
A will alter if it is perceived that agent A has altered its speed. This is a simple example:
referential links can be very indirect in more complex information processing systems. The
principle, however, is conceptually clear and forms a basis of information processing theories
of mind: thinking refers.
The emotions, however, di er from `cold' cognition: they can be `hot', often involving
feelings of pleasure or displeasure with associated intensities. Unlike `straightforward' representational thinking, an emotional state has both a representational content, e.g., a state
of happiness about passing one's exams, and a hedonic, or valenced content, e.g., the particular form of intense pleasure one is experiencing. The hedonic component does not
represent a state-of-a airs: feelings just `are'.
Many information processing theories of emotion tend to avoid an explanation of the hedonic components of emotional states by concentrating on the semantics of representational
components (e.g., Dyer's BORIS system (Dyer, 87), Frijda and Swagerman's ACRES system (Frijda & Swagerman, 87), and P efer's FEELER system, reviewed in P efer, 92).
Alternatively, feelings are brushed under the physiological carpet by assuming that all
valenced states arise from perceptions of bodily states. For example, Herbert Simon in
his seminal paper on motivation and emotion (Simon, 67), outlines a view of `feelings'
that closely resembles William James' peripheric theory of the emotions: `... sudden intense stimuli often produce large e ects on the autonomic nervous system, commonly of an
\arousal" and \energy marshaling" nature. It is to these e ects that the label \emotion" is
generally attached'; and `... the feelings reported are produced, in turn, by internal stimuli
resulting from the arousal of the autonomic system'. It is dicult to conceive how this view
of valency could account for the mental pain associated with, for example, grief, which does
not necessarily require bodily arousal or disturbance.
Therefore, there appear to be at least two reasons why explanations of hedonic states are
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generally absent from cognitive theories: rst, valenced components appear not to conform
to the representational model that supports cognition; and second, their possible functional
role is unclear: what can such components possibly do if they do not represent? Why do
such diverse and complex states such as happiness, sadness, glee, triumph, grief, despair,
intense disappointment etc. have hedonic components?

2.1 A preliminary de nition of valency
Such `states' are phenomenologically highly variegated (compare your memories of being
angry with being happy), with di erent causal antecedents (e.g., being slighted before your
peers, or winning an Olympic gold medal) and di erent consequences (such as a desire for
revenge or rest). The folk-psychological concepts that refer to these states play a communicative role between agents. The states themselves, however, are detected by sophisticated
internal self-monitoring mechanisms, a kind of `internal perception' (Wright, Sloman &
Beaudoin, 96). This ability gives rise to the method of introspection or phenomenological
analysis in psychology. Much theoretical work in the emotions draws on introspection, and
this kind of knowledge places important constraints on possible theories. However, there
is no reason to believe that the knowledge gained from our internal perception is any less
fallible than that gained from `external' perception. In the absence of good theories of the
underlying mechanisms, care is required when employing phenomenological concepts.
A preliminary division can be made between dispositional and occurrent emotional states
(Green 92, Ryle 49). A dispositional state is a latent state that may manifest in appropriate
circumstances, such as the brittleness of a wine glass, whereas an occurrent state is a
running state, such as the process of a wine glass breaking. For example, a man who has
lost a parent may function normally at work (dispositional grief), only to break down in
the evening (dispositional state manifests as an occurrent emotion).
There are two distinguishable components of an occurrent emotional state: intentional
and non-intentional. The intentional component of an emotional state is what the state
is about. A person is angry, disappointed, or ecstatic `about' a perceived state of a airs1.
This state of a airs may exist in the agent's environment, or entirely within cognition (as in
the case of the mathematician irritated with himself for being unable to solve an equation).
The intentional component has representational content.
The non-intentional component of an emotional state is often referred to as its `hedonic
tone', feeling, or valency. `Feeling' is an ill-de ned word, for it can cover such diverse
sensations as one's cheeks burning with embarrassment, an itch on the left ear, or the mental
happiness associated with triumph. `Hedonic tone' is similarly semantically overloaded: it
can be used to refer to the enjoyable sensation of a full stomach after a large and hearty
meal. The word `valency', if given a suitable de nition, can avoid such confusion. Before
giving such a de nition we require some more distinctions.
A division can be made between physiological forms of pleasure and displeasure, and cognitive valency. For example, the (self-monitored) `itchiness' on my left ear is a form of displeasure linked to information concerning bodily location. In contrast, the (self-monitored)
mental pain of intense grief is a form of displeasure linked to information about a loved
Moods can be considered an exception. (Sloman, 92) de nes moods as global, semantic free control
states
1
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one's death. There can be no `pain receptors' for this kind of displeasure, unlike the nerves
that detect a pin pricking one's nger.
To illustrate: an athlete may be experiencing the occurrent emotional state of triumph
while standing on the winner's podium. The intentional component of her state includes
thoughts pertaining to her achieved goals; the non-intentional component includes the
feeling of increased heart-rate or arousal, the warm sun beating on her brow, and a valenced
state of cognitive pleasure not located on or in the body.
`Happiness' and `sadness' provide the clearest examples of valency. The discussion, therefore, will restrict itself to these emotional states. Particular examples of happiness are
triumph, glee, joy, ecstasy, gladness, love; and of sadness, despair, disappointment, grief,
and sorrow. In a similar way to object-oriented programming languages, a preliminary
taxonomy can be constructed in which `happiness' and `sadness' de ne classes of emotions
with valence and intention slots. Particular instances of these generic emotions have additional slots that de ne ner-grained attributes. In this way, an `isa' hierarchy of sub-types
of the emotions `happiness' and `sadness' is formed (see Ortony, Clore & Collins, 88 for a
similar treatment). Consequently, the terms `happiness' and `sadness', in this paper, refer
to generic, abstract de nitions. For the sake of brevity, it will be stated that a person is
`happy' when a desired goal is believed to have been achieved, and `sad' when it is believed
that failure has occured in achieving a desired goal. This is an oversimpli cation: concrete
emotional states are rarely this straightforward or as simple.
Unlike the intentional component of an emotional state, valency does not represent a state
of a airs. It can di er qualitatively in only a very restricted sense, i.e. it can be either
pleasurable or displeasurable, and allow quantitative degrees of intensity: the valency can
be very displeasurable or only mildly so. From a phenomenological perspective, valency is
a `brute fact'2 of one's present state, unlike beliefs that can be true or false, or goals that
have been achieved or not.
A preliminary de nition of valency can now be provided: Valency is a form of pleasure
or displeasure not located in the body, and is a non-intentional component of occurrent
emotional states of happiness or sadness.
Our problem is to provide a theoretical account of valency.

3 A design-based answer: thermostats and classi ers
There are almost as many theories of emotion as emotion theorists. The eld, as has often
been remarked, is characterised by terminological confusion (Kagan 78, Read & Sloman
93) and riven by di ering `schools of thought' (Pfeifer, 92).
Approaches to the study of emotions can be very broadly categorised as semantics-based,
phenomena-based and design-based (Sloman, 92). Semantics-based theories analyse the use
of language to uncover implicit assumptions underlying emotion words (e.g., Wierzbicka,
92). Phenomena-based theories assume that emotions are a well-speci ed category and
attempt to correlate contemporaneous and measurable phenomena with the occurrence of
an emotion, such as physiological changes (an early example is William James' theory { see
2
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Calhoun & Solomon, 84; for a comprehensive review of many phenomena-based theories,
see Strongman, 87).
The design-based approach, in contrast, takes the stance of an engineer attempting to build
a system that exhibits the phenomena to be explained, and is a `rational reconstruction'
of the practice of Arti cial Intelligence, considered as the general science of intelligent
systems, both natural and arti cial (Sloman, 93b). The methodology involves exploring an
abstract space of possible requirements for functioning agents (niche-space) and the space
of possible designs for such agents (design-space) and the mappings between them (Sloman,
95). Research strategies vary: they may be top-down, bottom-up or middle-out. All are
potentially useful.
Research within the eld of Arti cial Life is an example of the design-based approach, and
is characterised by the investigation of complete agents that integrate many capabilities,
such as sensing, action selection, acting and (particularly) adaptation to a simulated or
real niche. A consequence of such a methodology is that the analytic isolation of emotions
from other cognitive phenomena, often characteristic of semantic and phenomena-based approaches, can be directly avoided by the investigation of complete systems. This methodological course is likely to bear the most fruit and have the most relevance for uni ed
theories of cognition.
The development of negative feedback control systems demonstrated that simple, materially
embodied systems can have sub-states with di erent functional roles, in particular `belieflike' and `desire-like' control sub-states (Sloman 93a, Powers 88, Braitenburg 84). For
example, the belief-like sub-state of a thermostat is the curvature of its bi-metallic strip,
which alters in accordance with the ambient temperature of a room; the desire-like substate is the setting of the control knob. Negative feedback ensures that the temperature
of the room stabilises around the control knob setting, i.e. the thermostat `acts' in the
world to achieve its `desire'. Of course, a thermostat does not have sucient architectural
complexity required to support human beliefs and desires, but it is an illustrative `limiting
case' (Sloman, 93a).
The simple thermostat implements a function that maps an input temperature to an output
signal, which controls a heater. It does not learn. We can move through design-space adding
architectural complexity to the negative feedback loop, such as varying the kinds of substates, the number and variety of sub-states, the functional di erentiation of sub-states,
and the kinds of causal in uences on sub-states, such as whether the machine can change
its own desire-like states, and so on (see Sloman, 93a for an extended discussion).
Holland's classi er system (Holland 95, Holland 75, Holland et al. 86, Riolo 88) is one of a
class of relatively well-understood machine learning algorithms. Unlike the thermostat, it is
suciently complex to exhibit prototypes of `emotion-like' states, much as the thermostat
exhibits prototypes of `belief-like' and `desire-like' sub-states. An analysis of its functioning
reveals an important role for non-intentional representations. First, a brief description of
a classi er system.
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3.1 The learning classi er system
A classi er system consists of a performance system, and credit-assignment and rule discovery algorithms.3 The performance system consists of a classi er list that consists of a set
of condition-action rules called classi ers, a message list that holds current messages (like
the working memory of production systems), an input interface that provides the classi er
system with information about its environment in the required form, and an output interface that translates action messages into world events. The basic cycle of the performance
system matches messages in the message list (including sensory messages) with classi ers,
which then post their actions `back' to the message list. Many classi ers may become active and re in parallel. Any current action messages are sent to the output interface. The
performance system is computationally complete; that is, any computable function can be
implemented as a collection of classi ers.
The performance system alone cannot learn. The credit-assignment algorithm in the classi er system is a bucket-brigade (bb) algorithm. This algorithm introduces competition
between classi ers based on a quantitative `strength'. Each classi er that has its condition
activated by a message bids to post its action part to the message list. Only the highest
bidders are allowed to post their actions. The bid of a classi er depends on its strength4 ,
which is a measure of the classi er's `usefulness' to the system. The higher the strength
of a classi er the more likely it will win the competitive bidding round and post a message. The behaviour of the classi er system, therefore, can be modi ed by changing the
strengths associated with individual classi ers. If the strength of the classi ers that tend to
lead to `useful' behaviour can be increased, and the strength of the classi ers that tend to
lead to `useless' behaviour can be decreased, the system will learn to produce more useful
behaviour. The bb is designed to bring about these types of changes in strength.
The basis for the bb is information from reinforcement mechanisms about whether the
classi er system as a whole is behaving correctly. This is achieved via rewards, i.e. the
system will receive positive reward when it behaves correctly and negative reward when
it behaves incorrectly. More often than not neither positive or negative reward will be
received. This is a type of reinforcement learning (for a survey, see Kaelbling et al., 95),
which derives its name from behaviourist theories of animal learning (e.g., Mackintosh,
83). The phrase `credit assignment' will be preferred over `reinforcement learning': the
former emphasises internal mechanisms, whereas the latter is often associated with external
operations.
When a reward is received the bb adds the reward value to the strength of all classi ers
currently active, thereby changing the strength of classi ers directly associated in time
with useful behaviour. Also, when a classi er is activated it `pays' the amount it bid to
the antecedent classi er that produced the message it matched. The strength of the active
classi er is decreased by its bid amount. In this way, the bb acts to increase the strength
of classi ers indirectly involved in the production of useful behaviour. This is a partial
solution to the temporal credit assignment problem, which is the problem of determining
This speci cation abridged from (Riolo, 88). Readers unfamiliar with classi er systems should consult
(Holland, 95).
4 This is a simpli cation for the sake of brevity. The bid of a classi er can depend on at least three
factors: strength, the `speci city' of the classi er, which is a measure of its relevance to a particular set of
messages, and `support', which allows internal messages to have di erential importance.
3
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which antecedent rules to strengthen given that there can be long delays between antecedent
classi ers and the resultant rewarding act. The bb allows reward to `circulate back' through
the system (in a similar way to the `back-propagation' of an error signal in arti cial neural
networks). Chains of high strength classi ers, performing useful computation, can emerge
from such a scheme.
An alternative name for the quantitative measure associated with each individual classi er
is value. This switch in terminology can be better understood by recalling that the bb
was originally inspired by an economic metaphor (Holland et al., 86), in which classi ers
are agents (consuming and producing messages) who possess a certain amount of money
(`strength' or value) which they exchange for commodities at the market (the message list
or blackboard). Much as money mirrors the ow of commodities in a simple commodity
economy, value mirrors the ow of messages in the learning classi er system.
The bb can lead to improved system behaviour through the selection of some classi ers
over others; however, it cannot create entirely new classi ers. A genetic algorithm (ga)
implements rule discovery. Periodically, classi ers of high strength are selected as parents.
The genetic operators of crossover and mutation are applied to classi ers considered as
chromosome strings. The resultant o spring are placed in the classi er list. Normally, the
ga is applied less frequently than the bb otherwise new classi ers will not have had sucient
time to be evaluated.
To summarise: within a classi er system selection on value occurs twice: in bidding rounds
of classi ers competing for messages, and in rule discovery where high value classi ers generate o spring and low value classi ers are eventually removed from the system altogether.
The combined e ects of circulation of value via the bb and a double selection on value by
competition and rule discovery allows the classi er system to reallocate classi er rules from
unrewarding to rewarding processing. This ability makes it an adaptive system.
The classi er system, when embedded in a simulated or real environment, can construct
classi ers that produce satis cing behaviour given the constraints and guidance of reinforcement mechanisms. It has been extensively used in the ALife community (Steels, 94),
for example in developing control programs for robots through supervised learning (Dorigo
& Colombetti, 93).

3.2 The intentional component of classi er states
The internal state of an implemented and running classi er system is continually changing.
We will denote the classi er system's internal state at time step t as C , and de ne it as
the joint operation of the basic cycle and bb considered as one indivisible moment. C has
two distinguishable components: intentional and non-intentional.
The intentional component of C is the message list containing messages with representational content. The simplest example of the representational content of messages can be
found in (Holland, 95). We can imagine an arti cial frog embedded in an environment
of real or simulated ies. The control program for simfrog is a classi er system with an
adapted set of classi ers. The simfrog has an eye sensor, which forms part of the classi er
system's input interface. The eye can detect a number of attributes of any y within range.
Attributes could include whether the y is moving, what colour it is, its size and proximity.
t

t

t
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If a y is detected the eye sensor posts a message to the message list that encodes this
information. This sensory message is the result of a mapping between a state of the environment and a sub-state of simfrog. It is in this sense that messages have representational
content. Internal messages, less directly linked to sensing or acting, will have more complex
representational roles within the system. The semantics of messages depends on the dynamic relationship between message and environment. For example, the sensory message
may match a classi er that posts an action message that results in simfrog throwing its
sticky tongue in the direction of the detected y. The meaning of the message, therefore,
would be an impoverished version of `eat that y!'.

3.3 The non-intentional component of classi er states
The non-intentional component of C is the circulation of value between antecedent classi ers, messages and matching classi ers. Value is exchanged for messages, i.e. matching
classi ers pay the `owners' of messages an amount of value, via the bb. Unlike messages, the
value that circulates has no representational content. The values associated with classi ers
specify a probabilistic partial ordering on the classi er list. The ordering is partial because
only some classi ers will bid for the same message. The ordering is probabilistic because
the classi er selection mechanism is stochastic.
For example, both classi ers c and c match message m; c has value v , and c has value v ,
with v > v . In competitive bidding for message m, c will out bid c more often than not,
i.e. there is a probabilistic total ordering on the set A = fc ; c g. Other classi ers in the
classi er list, such as c , never compete against any c 2 A; consequently, no ordering holds
between them5. Classi er values, therefore, specify a partial and probabilistic relation
of utility over the classi er list. Value is internal economy alone. It does not represent
anything within or external to the classi er system; rather, it speci es a relation between
classi ers. It is this property of value that helps to make the classi er system a domainindependent learning algorithm: the representation of utility does not alter from domain
to domain.
The classi er system tightly integrates impoverished conceptions of cognition, conation and
a ect.
The cognitive engine is the performance system consisting of condition-action rules and
a global blackboard (cf. the production system and working memory of Newell's SOAR
architecture).
Conation, or `motivational force', is also represented in the classi er system. The value of
a classi er is its dispositional and relative ability to re and post a message. Whether the
implementation of the classi er system is truly parallel (with perhaps separate processors
for each classi er), or only simulates parallelism, the value of a classi er is an ability to
buy processing power. A high value classi er will be more likely to win bidding rounds, be
processed, and post its action part. An internal sensory message, for example a message
that simfrog's energy is below a danger threshold, may match the rst in a chain of high
value classi ers that instigate a search for ies in the environment. The high value of such
t
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5 In classi er systems with maximum size message lists the situation can become more complex, as
classi ers compete for space in addition to competing for messages.
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a processing chain will make it unlikely that other rules will out bid and switch processing
to other ends. In this impoverished sense, value is motivational force.
Finally, the operation of the bucket-brigade, which alters the `buying power' of sets of
classi ers, involves losses or gains of value that are ultimately derived from reinforcement
mechanisms, i.e. information regarding the `goodness' or `badness' of agent-environment
situations. Positive and negative reinforcement are often linked to pleasure and pain.

3.4 Self-monitoring of credit-assignment
We now add a simple `self-monitoring' mechanism to the classi er system. The mechanism
is required to monitor the circulation of value and send its output to a suitable device. For
current purposes self-monitoring need play no functional role within the classi er system,
so the device can be a computer screen that displays results to an ALife engineer.
C involves a net exchange of value, denoted V , from matching classi ers to antecedent
classi ers. The self-monitoring mechanism records each V over a speci ed time period, say
t = 1 : : : n, and displays the change in value, denoted V , which is exchanged from one
time step to the next, where V = V +1 ? V . V can be either:
t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

 Positive, implying (a) a net increase in the utility of antecedent classi ers, and (b)

currently active classi ers are likely to lead to positively rewarding consequences;
 Negative, implying (a) a net decrease in the utility of antecedent classi ers, and (b)
currently active classi ers are likely to lead to negatively rewarding consequences; or
 Zero, implying no net change in the utility of antecedent classi ers.
Therefore, the self-monitoring of the non-intentional component of C1 : : : C will display
a rate of change of value with both sign and magnitude. We now connect the output of
self-monitoring to simfrog's skin, which can change colour. If V is zero simfrog remains
green, if V is positive he displays yellow with an intensity jV j, and if V is negative
he displays blue with intensity jV j. When simfrog catches and eats a y he will blush
bright yellow as innate reinforcement mechanisms strongly positively reward antecedent
classi ers. If simfrog possessed more sophisticated re ective capabilities he might wonder
why he has beliefs that refer and an odd quantitative intensity that is either positive or
negative but doesn't seem to be `about' anything or serve any apparent purpose. Depending
on philosophical prejudice, one might be tempted to say that simfrog feels happy, sad or
indi erent depending on circumstance.
Some caveats are in order. A classi er system is limited in many ways. It does not have an
explicit memory store. It tends to be an entirely reactive system with no representation of
goals. It does not anticipate, or perform prior search within a world model before acting.
In real-world applications it can be dicult for a classi er system to learn appropriate
behaviours (Wilson & Goldberg, 89). Also, an improved domain-independent learning
algorithm may be discovered tomorrow: the classi er system is unlikely to the be the last
word on the subject. However, by abstracting from implementation details we can examine
certain design principles embodied in the classi er system. The following section examines
the implications of such design principles for information processing theories of human
emotions.
n
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4 Circulation of value
There are two kinds of nite computational6 resource in the classi er system: (a) the total
information capacity of the performance system, which consists of the set of `if-then' rules,
a (usually xed) number of classi ers that perform simple computations, and (b) processing
limits, which is the amount of parallel computation allowed per time step; for example, a
maximum of ten classi ers may be allowed to re during each basic cycle. For current
purposes, information limits will be placed to one side.

4.1 Processing limits: emotions as interrupts
Existing information processing theories of emotion agree on the importance of processing
resource limits in accounting for emotional states. For example, Simon's `interrupt theory'
associates emotional states with the interruption of a resource-bound, high level, attentive
system due to new, perhaps urgent motives: `The theory explains how a basically serial
information processor endowed with multiple needs behaves adaptively and survives in
an environment that presents unpredictable threats and opportunities. The explanation is
built on two central mechanisms: 1. A goal-terminating mechanism [goal executor] ... [and]
2. An interruption mechanism, that is, emotion allows the processor to respond to urgent
needs in real time.' (Simon 67, Simon 82). An interrupting stimulus, such as the presence
of a predator, disrupts ongoing goal processing in the serial processor and substitutes new
goals to deal with the new situation producing, amongst other things, emotional behaviour,
e.g. the ight- ght-fright response.
Aaron Sloman's attention lter penetration theory (Sloman & Croucher 81, Sloman 87,
Sloman 92) extends the interrupt theory by introducing new, architectural detail implicit
in Simon's paper. Two types of processing are distinguished: pre-attentive, highly parallel
and automatic motive generation processes, and attentive, resource-bound `motive management' processes that exhibit a limited degree of parallelism. The concept of insistence is
introduced, which is the dispositional ability of a motivator to `surface' through a variable
threshold lter and disrupt attentive processing. The intensity of a motivator is its ability
to `keep hold' of attention once surfaced. A common characteristic of many emotional states
is the phenomenon of perturbance (Beaudoin, 94), which occurs when a motive has been
postponed or rejected but nevertheless keeps resurfacing and disrupting ongoing, motive
processing. The concept of perturbance has been extensively used to provide an architectural account of grief or `loss' (Wright, Sloman & Beaudoin, 96). As in Simon's theory,
`emotional' interrupt mechanisms are required to overcome nite processing resources.
Both interrupt theories rely (implicitly in Simon's case) on a distinction between control
and semantic signals in information processing architectures. Semantic signalling is the
propagation of information that has representational content, whereas control signalling
does not refer or have semantic content but performs a control function, such as changing
the control ow of the system, or putting it into a distinct kind of processing state7 . It is
A classi er system animat embedded in an environment will also have `physical' resource constraints,
such as the number and kind of e ectors and detectors.
7 The following analogy may help capture the distinction. Imagine trains travelling on a complex network
of tracks. Postal trains contain mail (semantic content) with destination addresses on the envelopes. These
trains travel to the destinations and deposit the mail (the information). However, a di erent kind of train,
6
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the non-representational nature of control signalling that is held to account for the nonintentional, `feeling' component of emotional states. However, a theoretical explanation of
valency is absent: reasons why some control signals are pleasurable or displeasurable, i.e.
possess a qualitative dimension of valency that can be either positive or negative, and also
vary in quantitative intensity, are not provided.
Keith Oatley and Philip Johnson-Laird's (Oatley 92, Oatley & Johnson-Laird 85, JohnsonLaird 88) communicative theory addresses this question by introducing basic, irreducible
and phylogenetically older architectural control signals. `Each goal and plan has a monitoring mechanism that evaluates events relevant to it. When a substantial change of
probability occurs of achieving an important goal or subgoal, the monitoring mechanism
broadcasts to the whole cognitive system a signal that can set it into readiness to respond
to this change. Humans experience these signals and the states of readiness they induce
as emotions' (Oatley, 92). Control signals, of which `happiness' and `sadness' are examples, communicate signi cant junctures of plans to other cognitive subsystems. Emotional
states, therefore, are viewed as a design solution to certain problems of the transition between plans in systems with multiple goals. The functional role of valenced signals is to
enforce state transitions by interrupting a central processing system; for example, the `sadness' control signal, broadcast when a major plan fails, causes a state transition to search
for a new plan. On this view, control signals di er in valency because they di er in their
functional roles.
All three theories lack a consideration of adaptive architectures, i.e. architectures able to
modify themselves to improve their behaviour. Explicitly considering adaptation provides
a new functional role for control signalling.

4.2 Adaptation: changes in the ability to buy processing power
The phrase circulation of value denotes a general design principle, and refers to any mechanism that (i) alters the dispositional ability of sub-agents of a complex system to gain access
to limited processing resources, via (ii) exchanges of a quantitative, domain-independent
representation of utility that mirrors the ow of agent products. Circulation of value is
a type of credit-assignment. A particular example of circulation of value is the bucketbrigade algorithm, where a `sub-agent' is a single classi er, `complex system' is the set of
competing and cooperating classi ers, and `agent products' are messages.
The circulation of value is a pattern of ow of control signals. Such signals have no semantic content and propagate around the system altering control ow. Additionally, classi er
bids attempt to `grab' processing resources and may `interrupt' current processing causing
internal or external behaviour to take di erent routes. A quantitative representation of
utility, therefore, need not contradict the interrupt function identi ed by Simon and Sloman, nor the control signal function identi ed by Oatley and Johnson-Laird. The local
exchange of value between classi ers can generate the negative and positive control signals
of the communicative theory: instead of two signals, we now have one (see section 3.4).
This is a more parsimonious state of a airs. But, additionally, there is a new, previously
a `control signal' train, can travel through the network altering the points of the tracks. This has the e ect
of changing the topology of the network, i.e. trains will continue to deposit their mail but will use di erent
routes.
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unidenti ed functional role for the control signal: the circulation of value implements a
type of adaptation. This is not inductive learning of new hypotheses about a domain, but
an ordering and reordering of the utility of control sub-states to dispositionally determine
behaviour. In a classi er system, the circulation of value adaptively changes the ability of
classi ers to buy processing power.
The design principle of circulation of value opens up the possibility of architectures that
generate valenced states far removed from physiology. High level cognitive processes may
be saturated with value, allowing the production of semantic messages coupled with losses
or gains in quantitative value. For example, negatively valenced states, such as grief, may,
amongst other things, involve the gradual loss of the accumulated value of a structure
of attachment (Bowlby 79, Bowlby 88, Wright et al. 96) towards a loved one. Negative
valency may be a necessary consequence of adaptive change: the structure of attachment,
no longer useful for motive generation, loses its ability to buy processing power, grab
attentive resources and dispositionally determine behaviour. This process is self-monitored
as displeasurable.
These considerations lead to a design hypothesis of a quantitative representation of utility
that circulates within a subset of cognition. The next step is the construction of a circulation
of value theory of emotions that builds on previous work. This will require another iteration
of the design-based approach. The design-space of autonomous agent architectures that
integrate circulation of value learning mechanisms with more complex forms of motive
management needs to be explored. The capabilities, properties and explanatory power
of such designs can then be examined. Further comparisons can then be made between
designs and psychological phenomena. Preliminary e orts in this direction are reported
in (Wright, 95). In addition, it will be necessary to investigate the results and theories of
neuropsychology in order to map the postulated mechanisms onto the neural substrate. If
some form of circulation of value is found to occur in human brains this would add credence
to such a theory. However, if the further exploration of adaptive architectures nds no use
for circulation of value mechanisms then the hypothesis will need to be modi ed or replaced:
ultimately, it is an empirical question.
However, even at this early stage it is possible to make some theoretical claims. Given
the above considerations, and our preliminary de nition of valency, we can de ne a corresponding architectural process that gives rise to it: valency is a self-monitored process
of credit-assignment. Circulation of value mechanisms are necessary preconditions for the
hedonic, or `feeling' component of many emotional states. Self-monitoring mechanisms,
of varying sophistication, begin to constitute sucient conditions for such internal states.
(A type of) `feeling' is (a type of) adaptation, and `hot' cognition { forms of pleasure or
displeasure involved in short term and long term control { need pose no insurmountable
problems for information processing theories of emotion.

5 Towards emotional animats
The emotions encompass a broad range of human experience, whereas valency is a component of only some emotional states. To approach a real understanding of human emotions will require an investigation of more sophisticated architectures satisfying more complex requirements. This is long-term research. Yet simple animats already exhibit simple
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`emotion-like' states, as long as we take care over de nitions and avoid hyperbole. `Broad
but shallow' agent designs can be illuminating. For example, (Balkenius, 95) provides a
clear discussion on relations between simple motivations and simple emotions based on
experiments with animats. Also, the simulation of societies of competing and cooperating
adaptive agents will impose new requirements on architectures and give rise to new kinds of
internal state. (Aube & Senteni, 95) view (more complex) emotional states as `commitment
operators' that manage resources in multi-agent systems.
An important di erence between such design-based (e.g., see Beaudoin & Sloman 93, Beaudoin 94, and Sloman, Beaudoin & Wright 94) approaches and previous computer simulations of emotions is that they move from requirements for complete agents to possible
designs, and do not directly `program in' correlates of emotions. In this way, design features are linked to niche features providing explanations of why emotional states are present
in nature. A small example is provided in this paper: a requirement for adaptability entails,
at some level, credit-assignment mechanisms that use a domain-independent representation
of utility or value, a kind of internal `common currency'. Such a representation does not
refer but is relational, and can be gained or lost depending on whether actions are successful or unsuccessful in leading to rewarding consequences. These kinds of processes are
self-monitored as non-intentional states, or `feelings', which are quantitative in nature and
either pleasurable or displeasurable.
Those philosophically inclined may doubt that animats constructed in this way `really' experience their non-intentional states. Is it anything to be like a simulated animat? This kind
of question is experimentally undecidable, and has no engineering consequences whatever.
It is therefore scienti cally uninteresting.

6 Conclusion
A subset of emotional states was examined and the concept of valency { the non-intentional
component of occurrent emotional states of happiness or sadness { was introduced. Valency
is a preliminary de nition of a subset of the states colloquially referred to as `feelings'. The
internal state of a complex adaptive system, the learning classi er system, able to function
as a complete agent within a niche, was examined. Just as the simple thermostat exhibits
prototypes of `belief-like' and `desire-like' sub-states, the classi er system was found to
exhibit simple examples of valenced states.
The design principle of circulation of value was abstracted from the classi er system and
employed to overcome existing inadequacies in information processing theories of emotion.
The circulation of value mechanism is more parsimonious and more general than Oatley
and Johnson-Laird's control signalling, and, more importantly, it introduces a basic form
of adaptation. These new considerations build upon and do not contradict previous theories. A theoretical conclusion is that, to a rst approximation, valency is a self-monitored
process of credit-assignment. `Feeling' is the self-monitoring of adaptation; that is, the
non-intentional component of generic `happiness' and `sadness' states includes a movement
of internal value, which functions to alter the dispositional ability of control sub-states to
buy processing power and determine behaviour. Such a process has a `brute' feeling component because value does not refer, unlike beliefs that can be true or false, or goals that
can be achieved or not.
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To approach the complexity of concrete, human emotional states will require many more
iterations of the design-based approach.
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